In particular, we enumerate certain sets of ordered pairs of generalized tableaux that have a central role in Mead's paper. Table- aux were used by A. Young and others to study the structure of the symmetric groups S n . In [3] , D. Knuth used an "insertion into tableau" construction of C. Schensted to give a direct 1-to-l correspondence between "generalized permutations" and ordered pairs of "generalized Young tableaux" having the same shape. In [5] , Mead independently proved the existence of such a bisection while developing a new vector space basis for the ring of differential polynomials in n independent differential indeterminates. Mead's paper deals with principal differential ideals generated by Wronskians and used determinantal identities going back to Gayley. The ordered pairs of generalized tableaux used by Mead appear in a more general setting in the paper [1] by Doubilet, Rota, and Stein. 1* Multisectioned partitions* Let w be a nonnegative integer.
Here a partition of w into d parts, or of degree d, is a d-tuple
(Pi> --Pd) of nonnegative integers p k with p 1 ^ p 2 ^ ^ p d and w -Pi + ' *' + Pd If d = 0, we agree that there is one (ideal) partition of 0 but no partition of any w > 0.
Let P -(P lf , P n ), where P t is a partition of w t of degree d if and let w -w x + + w n ; then P is an n-section partition of w with signature D - [d 19 , d n ] -sig P and the weight of P is w.
For applications to differential algebra, it is convenient to use two rowed matrices (1) can be associated in a 1-to-l manner with the ^-section partition (2) P = P(Λf) = (P lf ... f P.)
in which, for 1 ^ h ^ n, P h has as its parts the j k with i k -h. Let y i3 (i = 1, 2, , n; j = 0, 1, •) form a denumerable set of algebraically independent indeterminates over a field F and let R -F [y i3 ] denote the ring of polynomials in the y i3 with coefficients in F. (Each of the sequences {y i0 , y iίf y i2 , } is said to be a differential indeterminate y t .) Corresponding to an M as in (1), or a P as in (2) , is the power product
The signature and weight of π are defined to be the same as for the associated ^-section partition P. The power products π form a basis for R as a vector space over F. Let T = (2\, , TJ be an ^-section partition of w with sig T = D = [di, dj and let T t = (ί €1 , , ί <d< ). If T has the properties:
^ d n ^ 0 and (b) t <y < t i+lϊi for 1 <; i < 7i and 1 ^ j ^ d j+1 then Γ is a (generalized Young) n-tableau with signature D and weight w. Motivated by matrix notation, one considers T t to be the ίth row of T and the transpose of (t ljf t 2j , , t rί ), where r is the largest i with d t ^ i, to be the ith column of T.
The content of a sequence a lf a 2 , , a d of cί nonnegative integers α* whose largest term is m is the (m + l)-tuple in which c h is the number of values of i in {1, 2, , d) such that α έ = h. The content, con (P), of a P as in (2), or of the associated M of (1) or π of (3), is the content of the sequence j 19 , j d on the second row of the M of (1). The content of an π-tableau is its content as an ^-section partition. (ii) (jjj = Σ 
/(i).
Forming the Cauchy product of these two generating functions and summing over i = 0,1, , d yields the identity in (ii).
, v g ), and W = (w ί9 w 2 , , w A ) with the property that v x ^ /. The following lemma makes more accessible an essentially combinatorial result contained in the proof of an important theorem in differential algebra by H. Levi [4] . LEMMA It remains to show that θ is a Injection. Let (ί7, V 9 W) be a Levi 3-section partition. We show below that U, V, and a part w k of VΓ uniquely determine the nonnegative integers b i{k) and c k to be reinserted into U and V, respectively, in the process of rebuilding them into partitions B and C such that Θ{B 9 C) = (U, V, W).
(i) There is a bijection θ from the set of all 2-section partitions of w having signature [d 9 e] onto the set of all Levi ^section partitions of w having signature of the form [d -h 9 e -h 9 h] with
For this purpose only, we introduce the ideal values u 0 = -1 and u f+ί = oo. Then each nonnegative integer w satisfies Uγ S W -7 ^ ^r + 1 for some 7 in {0, 1, , min(/, w)}. This 7 = Ύ(W) is unique since u r^w -Ί^ u r+1 ^ ^ u r+δ ^ w -(7 + δ) with δ 2^ 1, gives the contradiction w -Ύ ^ w -7 -δ. Now one sees from (4) 
where the sum is taken over all r ί9 s i9 and t t satisfying system of equations in (6).
Proof, (i) Let P = (P 19 , P n ) be an ^-section partition of w with signature [d 19 ,
, p <rf< ). The σ bijection of Lemma l(i), using q t for g and d^ for ώ, applied to the Pi yields 
These constructions produce the Z i9 U if and V t of the desired special 3?^-section partition L. The proof of part (ii) shows the development of the system (6). The map P-*L is a bisection since σ and θ are bisections.
(ii) Let n -2. Replacing ώ, q 9 and j" by d^ q 19 and ^ resp., and then by d 2 , q 29 and r 2 resp., in Lemma l(ii) we have
and the product 
Replacing d, e 9 h, α, and 6 by i, &, s, s x ,and t 1 resp. in Lemma 2(ii) yields, , r n+ί , s lf , β Λ , *" , ί^_i] satisfying the system in (6).
(ii) Either side of equation (7) 
(w, D). Theorem l(i) gives a 1-to-l correspondence between the set E(w, D) and the set F(w, D).
6* Tableaux of type a and type £• Here specific types of tableaux, as characterized by Mead in [5] , are defined. Our usage of a and β is analogous to that in [2] and [4] and reverses that in [5] .
For w ^r(r -l)/2, let M(r, w) denote the partition (p lf , p r ) of w into r distinct nonnegative integer parts p t that are as close to one another as possible, i.e., with p i+1 -p t e {1, 2} for 1 ^ i ^ r and with p i+1 -p t = 2 for at most one i.
Let T be an ^-tableau, 0 ^ k ^ n, and let (a lf , a n ) , (&!, , b n ) , (c lf , c k )
denote transposes of columns A, B, C of T (with lengths n, n, and k). T is said to be of type β if it satisfies one of the following four conditions:
(1) T has a column B whose transpose is an M(n, w) for some w.
(2) For some j, the (j -l)-st and ith columns are of the form A and B with c^ = b t for i greater than some t (which may be 0) and (b lf « ,6 t ) = lf(£, w) for some w.
(3) For some j, the ith and (j + l)st columns are of the form B and C such that b t = c t for i ^ r, where r is an integer with 0 ^ r ^ & and (δ r+1 , , b Λ ) = Λf(w -r, i(;) for some w. (4) Γ has i, B, and C as the (i -l)st, ith, and (i + l)-st columns such that b\ = c t for i less than or equal to some r ^ k, (b r+1 , , b t ) = Λf(£ -r, w) for some £ and w 9 and α 4 = 6* for i > t.
An w-tableau that is not of type β is said to be of type a. An ordered pair (Γ, T r ) of ^-tableaux with sig Γ=sig T is said to be of type a or β depending on whether the type of T is a or β, respectively. Mead showed that the number of (Γ, T) of type β with con(Γ') = D* and w as weight of Γ is the dimension of a vector subspace of R = ^Ίs/iί] described in § 7, where we give an explicit expression for this number. (This can be put in the form of an algorithm for obtaining this dimension.)
7 Partitions of types a and /?• A special 3w-section partition L of w, is said to be of type a if the degree s n of the U n of (5) is zero, i.e., U n is the ideal partition of 0; L is of type β if s n > 0.
Let (Co) denote the system of conditions (6) with the additional restriction that s n = 0 and let (C β ) denote (6) (D, Q) and N β (D 9 Q) denote the expression on the right side of (7) when the sum is taken over (C a ) and (C β ), respectively.
Let V(w, D) be the subspace of R = F[y i3 \ generated by the π of (3) with weight w and signature D. Let W n be the Wronskian of y ίt * ,yn and [W n ] be the principal differential ideal generated by W n in R. Among the ideals I dealt with by the author in [2] are a family &* such that / Π V(w, D) has the same dimension as (w, D) . One such / is the principal differential ideal generated by the [n(n -l)/2]th derivative of the product y λ y 2 y n ; for this I the qi introduced in § 5 must be given by 0 = q x = q 2 = = q n and q n+ί -n(n -l)/2. For all the ideals (x Q , x lf •••) of ^7 the q t are chosen so that q 1 + q 2 + + q n+ί = n{n -l)/2; this allows x ά to be homogeneous and isobaric with the signature and weight of the j-th derivative of W n . With such a choice of Q, the dimension of Thus we have: (w, D) or in G a (w, D) [and N β (D, Q) serves the same purpose for F β (w, D) or G β (w, D) ].
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